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DRIVER EDUCATION FINAL EXAM
STUDY GUIDE
1. What type of documents must you present to the state in order to take your invehicle test? (Rules of Road book)

2. What are the possible affects of inhaling too much carbon monoxide while your car
is running? (p. 47 Top Right “Safety Tip”)

3. What is the best remedy for driving fatigue? (p. 46)

4. What type of vision enables you to detect movement side to side? (p. 43)

5. True or false the alcohol content is the same in 5 ounces of wine, 12 ounces of beer,
and 1 and ½ ounces of whiskey? (P. 59 myth fact #1)

6. What is the best way for someone to become sober after drinking too much alcohol?
(p. 60 3rd myth down)

7. If you come up to a stop sign with no white line or painted cross walk, where do you
stop? (Rules of the Road)
8. What is the Plainfield curfew? What is Joliet’s Curfew?

9. Explain how to turn right on a red light? (Rules of Road Book)

10. Why is there more of a danger of hitting a deer with your car at dusk rather than
any other time of the day? (P. 235, 2nd paragraph down)
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11. Why should you not pull back into your lane close to a truck after passing it? (Rules of
Road)

12. What is the first thing you should do in the event of brake failure?
(National Driving Video #1)

13. What does uninsured motorist insurance protect you from? (P. 307)

14. When making a right hand turn, who do you have to yield to?

15. Where do most collisions between vehicles and pedestrians occur? (P. 232)

16. During a snowstorm, why should you follow the tire tracks of the cars ahead of you?

17. What should you do when an oncoming vehicle’s headlights are too bright?

18. Explain how to obey the 2 second following distance rule? (P. 198 3rd Paragraph)

19. When parking uphill with a curb, list the proper steps. (Rules of Road Book)

20. When parking downhill with a curb, list the proper steps. (Rules of Road Book)

21. What are ways that we can communicate with other drivers? (P. 124 – 125)

22. List in order the steps for traffic checks when making a lane change? ( P. 163)

23. What are the 5 steps of the Smith System? (P. 15)
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24. When headlights are required, bright lights should be dimmed how many feet
before meeting and how many feet before over taking another vehicle? (Rules of
Road Book)

25. Most car motorcycle collisions occur when the driver does what? (Presentation)

26. How should a motorcycle go about crossing the tracks? (what degree of angle?)

27. What is the penalty for a school bus stopping violation? (Rules of Road Book)

28. When a school bus is stopped at a multi lane road who must stop? (Rules of Road
Book)

29. How far in advance should you signal your intention to make a turn? (Rules of Road
Book)

30. When parking or turning just beyond an intersection when should you signal? (RR)

31. What is the Last thing to do before changing lanes? (p. 163)

32. When turning left at an intersection whom do you have to yield to? (p 179 #3)

33. Where do you stop the vehicle at a stop sign? (Rules of Road Book)

34. What is the function of the odometer? (p. 123)

35. What will locking your wheels in an emergency situation cause the car to do?
(p. 260 #1)
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36. What is the most common type of collision? What causes this type of collision?
(p 203 “Safety Tips”)

37. What does check, check, check mean when preparing for a lane change or turn?

38. What are the components that add up to total stopping distance? (p. 257)

39. If your speed doubles, how much longer does it take for your vehicle to stop? (p. 255
“math connections”

40. What causes your car to speed up, while going downhill?
(p. 255)

41. What differences are there when driving a small car compared to a large car/SUV?
(p. 242-243)

42. What is inertia? What can we do to overcome inertia while driving?
(p. 252)
43. What are the causes of skidding?
(p. 261)

44. What are the current graduated licensing requirements on a beginning driver
younger than 18 years of age? (Rules of Road)

45. When two or more people approach an intersection with a stop sign, who goes first?
List rules in order? (Rules of the Road)

46. What is safe following distance stated in the Illinois Rules of the Road manual in
ideal weather, with a well maintained vehicle and an experienced driver? (Rules of
Road)
47. What do you do if your front tire drops off the road surface to the right?

48. What is the implied consent law? (p. 61)

